Insominc
Parents' Weekend heads list of upcoming Insominc projects—by Jerry Lubbers, UAP—

Holding sented academic schedule will be

It's hard to like to take a look at some

of Insominc's considerations for the

completing the larger. A number of pro-

jects are rather tentatively set

and expenses and, if necessary, com-

plete, while a monument is much to

show the amount of work that

the original of Bob Bloomer.

Senior Jesse Symposium

will be held again this year

The event, jointly sponsored by

the United States Army Research

Office and the IBM Corporation,

was a tremendous success last

year, and proceeds have been

used to handle the program for a second

consecutive year.

(2) Dean's report. The

will be made to assemble representatives

from all of the Freshman

in schools in order to explore the

possibilities of Freshman
to action. Joint publicity and academic

social events are another

to be a consideration.

(4) Technology Student

Enrollment is raising the legal

eligibility for students.

Kibitzer

Kibitzer


cientific life and social

and the experience has inspired.

This is the first section of a two-part

editorial on the Insominc Report

and Freshman morale. The second section—

an evaluation of what problem has been

taken on the report's recommendations—

will appear next week.

—prestissimo

The new Women's Dormitory has a

thers and the Institute's educational goals.

was discerning in calling on Dr.

Suszman to make her perceptive report.

just as the Institute is performance-

oriented with respect to its students, so

it must be with itself. To MIT, the prim-

ary value of the report is only the im-

provement it has inspired.

Rooms needed

In all of MIT, there are only four

piano practice-rooms—one each in Baker

House, Barton House, Graduate House,

and Walker Memorial.

The new Seniors' Dormitory has a

piano in its lobby, but has no private

practice room. Senior House has a music

room—but no piano. East Campus's sole

piano practice rooms are needed, now.

Letters....

The Tech welcomes letters to the Editor. Letters

pertaining to the week's report will be

published, space permitting.

Letters should be limited to 300 words, type-

written, and doubled spaced. Strictly increases

the chance of publication. All letters must be signed,

or we shall withhold names upon the request of

the writers.

Letters may be addressed as follows: Editor, The

Tech, 211 Walker Memorial Drive, Cambridge, 34, Massachusetts.